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Palaces are places of opulence and infestation, intrigue and boredom. Each space, from the grand
vestibule (a place of preparation and public display) to the royal bath (replete with indulgences and
narcissistic preening), is prescriptive without apology. The organizers of "Palace," an exhibition at two
sites in Milwaukee and Chicago, have embraced the implicit irony of palaces; that which provides and
withholds, excessively displays and oppressively coerces.
The works included in the dual exhibitions carry and expose the art apparatus of making and looking,

compounding in the viewer an indulgent participation and (re)creating affect. Michael Piazza's Entry is a
mixed metaphor of barricades and engagement. Handcrafted stanchions, thick constructiongrade red
nylon rope, and jaitors' swivel hooks direct one's body away from the empty, vestibular space. Handheld,
openmesh, aluminum viewing fans are provided to frame the art and the experience, a contemporary
version of the Constable glass.
Vito Acconci's '60s video Theme Song drones on endlessly, imploring with honeyed supplication, "wait
until you see what I have to tell you!" accompanied by his favorite taped seduction tunes stopped and
started noisily off camera. Fresh Acconci, a video by Paul McCarthy and Mike Kelley, baroquely enlists
the audience to attenuate both their pleasure and discomfort in being accomplice to a plausibly
pornographic encounter. In one "scene" a blindfolded woman plays a game of guessing over which part of
her nude body a man's hands are hovering. As chillingly monotonous as the early Acconci tapes it
parodies, another scene is an extended shot of two men, one black, one white, in a bubbling hot tub.
Through the steamy haze we watch the first man methodically attempt to open the eye of the submissive
other. Offering up no vehicle for resistance, we watch with our eyes open, laughing and squirming in our
approbation.
Henric Plenge Jakobsen's fullwall painting also relies on spectacle. "TERMINATOR," alluding to the
northern European stereotype of Aryan power and duress, is spelled out in huge, white, bitmapped
letters on a black ground, calculating without histrionics the power of Western cultural hegemony and the
art market. David Robbins foregrounds the wanton absurdity of the sublime in The Frontiersman, which
photographically documents a man, near a shelter fabricated Barney Rubblestyle out of brightly colored
rocks mortared into stucco on a scraggly piece of flat land, contemplating the horizon.
Works by Rebecca Morris and Laura Owens are less recalcitrant. Morris's paintings elicit pleasure
found in simple abstraction, as both Zone and Hot Rocks are monochromatic compositions of irregular,
Naughydelike rectangles layered onto a thinly applied ground of organic camouflagetype shapes.
Owens's Untitled delights us with the sheer beauty of Gorkyesque musings painted simplistically, yet with
cheekiness, in just the corner of the canvas, only a part of a larger conception, incomplete yet replete with
satisfying sensuality.
These works, collected under the aegis of "Palace," which connotes place and style, befuddle our
desire to codify our own experience. The paradoxical relationship between marking, looking, and
knowledge, and surveying, consuming, and displaying situates us both inside and outside of positions of
control, and renders us harmless.
Added material
NICO JENKINS
Signs from "an Ongoing Protest Against it all," from "Palace." Wood, marker, dimensions variable.
Photo by Michael Brosilow, courtesy of Beret, Int'l. Gallery.
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